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University of California Cooperative Extension 
  

44th Annual Quad-County Walnut Institute  
 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 / 8:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. 
 
 

E ve lyn  Costa  Assemb ly  Room 
 

San  Joaqu in  County  Agr icu l tu ra l  Cen te r  
 

2101  E .  Ea rha r t  Avenue,  S tock ton ,  Ca l i f o rn ia  95206 
 
8:00 Coffee & registration 
 

8:30 Reports  from Walnut Research Trials  in  San Joaquin County 
Joe Grant, Farm Advisor, UC Cooperative Extension, San Joaquin County 

 

8:50 Irrigation Management in  a Drought Year 
Dr. Ken Shackel, Dept. of Plant Sciences, UC Davis 

 

9:20 Getting the Most from Your Irrigation  System 
Larry Schwankl, UC Cooperative Extension Irrigation Specialist, Parlier, CA  

 

9:50 Sal inity Management in  Walnuts  
Janet Caprile, Farm Advisor, UC Cooperative Extension, Contra Costa County  

 

10:15 Break 
 

10:35 Understanding the Biology of  Botryosphaeria/Phomopsis  Canker of   
Walnut and Ways to Manage the Disease 
Dr. Themis Michailides, Plant Pathologist, UC Kearney Ag Center, Parlier 

 

11:05 Optimum Walnut Canopies:  Spacing and Managing Orchards for Both 
Early and Mature Production  
Dr. Bruce Lampinen, Walnut and Almond Extension Specialist, UC Davis 

 

11:35 Update of  Unheaded vs  Headed Pruning Trial  After Three Years  
David Doll, Farm Advisor, UC Cooperative Extension, Merced County 

 

12:00 Cal i fornia Walnuts:   An Industry Working Together 
Dennis Balint, CEO/Executive Director, California Walnut Board &  
California Walnut Commission, Carl Eidsath, Technical Support Director 
Jennifer Olmstead, Marketing Director, Domestic 

 

12:30  Adjourn 
  

 
It is the policy of the University of California (UC) and the UC Division of Agriculture & Natural Resources not to engage in discrimination against or harassment of any person in any of its programs or 
activities (Complete nondiscrimination policy statement can be found at  http://ucanr.edu/sites/anrstaff/files/169224.pdf ).  Inquiries regarding ANR’s nondiscrimination policies may be directed to 
Linda Marie Manton, Affirmative Action Contact, University of California, Agriculture and Natural Resources, 2801 Second Street, Davis, CA 95618, (530) 750-1318. 
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Orchard Compaction: A Pressing Problem. A compacted “plow pan” layer often forms about 8 to 10 inches 
below the surface in both mowed and tilled orchards.  This is a widespread problem in orchards regardless of soil 
type. Growers are often unaware of its presence and impact. In some cases, no-till orchards haven’t been ripped for 
decades. A greater understanding of soils and the effect of compaction on tree growth and yield will help in 
developing approaches to minimize the problem and increase productivity. 
 
Soils are complex mixtures of mineral particles that vary in both size (sand, silt, clay) and arrangement. Soil texture 
refers to the proportion of sand, silt and clay in a soil. Soil structure means how the particles are arranged; it largely 
determines the amount of pore space, the spaces between the particles, in the soil. Pores are an important part of 
healthy soils for several reasons. They affect water intake and movement through the profile, the amount of water a 
soil can hold for use by the tree, and drainage below the root zone. Soil water content increases above compacted 
layers and may create conditions that encourage root and crown diseases.  Compacted soils are more subject to 
runoff and erosion. I have seen a number of orchards where the ground was wet in the top few inches but water never 
reached the roots. Compaction also affects air exchange between the soil and the atmosphere. Did you know that 
roots need to “breathe”?  Roots and the beneficial microorganism that live in the soil need to take in oxygen and 
release carbon dioxide. Microorganisms fix nitrogen from the air and help break down organic matter which releases 
nutrients to the tree.  These are important points to keep in mind because cultural practices have a direct impact on 
soil quality and sustaining tree health.  
 
Soil becomes compacted primarily because of the pressure applied by the weight of orchard equipment. It 
compresses the soil particles together causing the soil to be denser with less pore space.  It is more difficult for roots 
to push through dense soil and so root growth can be reduced. The best strategy to minimize compaction is to 
prevent it from occurring in the first place. The risk for compaction is greatest when soils are wet.  Driving on wet 
soils is the single biggest cause of compaction. A dry soil is much more resistant to compaction than a moist or wet 
soil. Sandy soils are particularly susceptible to compaction as the weight of equipment can cause the sand grains to 
interlock. Soils with high organic matter are also less susceptible to compaction. 
 
Test for compaction by probing the soil with a pointed metal rod, bucket auger, soil tube or shovel.  It is more easily 
done on a somewhat moist soil. Apply even pressure and push the probe into the soil.  Compaction is the resistance 
found about 8 to 10 inches below the soil.  
 
The following approaches will help minimize compaction. 
 
 Avoid driving or using  equipment in the orchard when the soil is wet 
 Plan ahead and reduce the number of trips across the orchard 
 Increase organic matter in the soil with cover crops or by adding amendments. 
 Incorporate wood chips with an orchard tiller after shredding. 
 Select tires that distribute equipment weight over a larger area.   
 Use industrial type tires with wider lugs to better distribute weight. 
 Use low compaction tires (turf or balloon tires) or tracks  
 Use the low/correct inflation pressure for radial ply tires. This information is available from equipment dealers. 
 Use the same wheel tracks in the drive row. 

 
Alleviate compacted layers by ripping or chiseling when the soil is dry as it is in many orchards at this time. A shank 
depth capability below the compacted area is necessary. Curved shanks require less draft than straight shanks to 
loosen the same amount of soil. Space the shanks no further apart than the depth of ripping and cover the width of 
the middle to within a few feet of the trunks to avoid injury to larger roots.  A single shank down the middle is of 
limited value. Do not worry about injuring smaller roots; root pruning actually stimulates root growth in much the 
same way that heading cuts in the canopy promote new shoot development. 
 
Tree Planting.  Suitable ground preparation, healthy planting stock and proper planting are critical factors in 
successfully establishing a productive orchard.  It is fairly common to see improperly planted walnut trees that lack 
vigor and require two years to establish a trunk.  In the worst cases, tree growth is adversely affected for the life of 
the orchard.  Get walnut trees off to a good start by paying attention to details and following these planting 
guidelines.    



 • Keep tree roots shaded and moist, but not saturated, before and during the planting process. Keep tree roots 
protected before and during planting, as contact with the dry air can damage them.  

• Planting on a mound or berm allows water to drain away from the crown area.    

• Avoid digging with an auger when the ground is too wet because the sides of the hole will glaze or seal and    
restrict both water movement and root growth.  Break down the sides of the augered hole before planting. 

• Do not dig holes or set out trees more than a few spaces ahead of the planting crew. 

• Dig holes just large enough to accommodate all the roots easily without crowding and bending.  Do not prune 
healthy roots to fit the tree in the hole as this decreases the amount of stored food available for tree 
growth.  Remove damaged roots. 

• Plant the tree at the depth it grew in the nursery.  

• Use an antagonistic bacteria spray to prevent crown gall, especially when planting Paradox rootstock.  

• Do not add fertilizer to the hole as the tree contains enough nutrients for root and initial shoot growth.     

• Spread the roots and partially fill the hole with loose, seedbed moist soil.  Firm the soil under and around the roots 
by hand to get the good root-soil contact needed for strong growth.  Repeat until the tree hole is filled.  

 • Tank in the trees within a few hours after planting.  Use just enough water to settle the soil around the roots and 
eliminate air pockets.  Do not water again until the trees are growing well.  

• Balance out root losses by heading trees back at 12 to 16 inches above the graft union at, or soon after, planting 
leaving four to six healthy buds.  Trees that are not cut back will have poor shoot and trunk growth. 

• After planting, pull up any trees that have settled and tamp the soil around the tree.  

• Paint the trees with a white interior water-base latex paint down to ground level to protect against sunburn before 
temperatures become warm enough to cause injury.     

• Place stakes about 12” to 18” away from the trunk and loosely tie the tree during the growing season.  This allows the 
tree to move in the wind resulting in a larger trunk diameter.  In addition,   scaffold limbs and trunks will not be 
damaged by rubbing against the stake. 

 
Scale pests.  Examine scaffolds, limbs, branches and prunings for walnut scale, San Jose scale, frosted scale, Italian 
pear scale and European fruit lecanium scale.  Look for evidence of parasitization as characterized by emergence 
holes in the body of the dead, mature scale. A high level of parasitization may keep populations down, thus 
eliminating the need for treatment.  
 
Walnut scale covers are tan-gray and often found in daisy-shaped clusters.  Removing the scale cover reveals a 
yellow body with indented margins. Natural enemies usually can be relied on to keep walnut scale from causing 
damage. If scales are present but a high degree of parasitization is observed, treatments will not be needed. San Jose 
scale overwinters in the black cap stage.  In late January, they resume growth and later resemble walnut scale 
without the indented margins on the body.  If you find 5 or more black caps per foot of last year’s wood and less 
than 90% parasitism, treatment is warranted. Frosted scale overwinters as brownish, flat nymphs on twigs and small 
branches.  The adult scale cover is shiny brown and about 0.25 inch in diameter with several ridges across the back.  
If you find 5 or more nymphs per foot of last year's wood throughout the orchard and less than 90% parasitized 
nymphs, treatment is warranted. The European fruit lecanium scale has essentially the same life cycle. The immature 
stages closely resemble those of the frosted scale, but the adults do not form the thick, frostlike cover in spring. 
Instead, the cover is domed, shiny brown, and about 0.25 inch (6 mm) in diameter with several ridges along the 
back. If you find 5 or more nymphs per foot of last year's wood throughout the orchard and less than 90% parasitized 
nymphs, treatment is warranted. The Italian pear scale cover is circular, about 0.06 inches in diameter, and light gray 
with a brown peak slightly off center.  The body under the cover is reddish, purple or pink.  It is hidden under moss 
and lichens.  The key to managing Italian pear scales is to control the lichens. Regular blight treatments in spring 
will provide control of moss and lichens. See the UC IPM website (www.ipm.ucdavis.edu) and click on pest 
management guidelines (walnuts) for more pictures and information on scale life cycles, natural enemies and scale 
management techniques.   
 

http://www.ipm.ucdavis.edu/


Navel Orangeworm (NOW). NOW was a problem in a number of local orchards last year. The NOW larvae have 
survived this winter in mummy and trash nuts in the orchard. The adult moths will begin emerging in April. Soon 
after, the females mate and lay eggs thus starting the cycle for this season.  It’s common sense that the more larvae 
that continue their development and emerge as adults, the greater the potential for infestation and off grade at 
harvest. 
 
The most important step in NOW management is orchard sanitation. The best way to reduce the potential population 
is to pole any remaining mummy nuts in the tree, blow nuts off the berms then flail mow the centers. To be effective 
the shells must be shattered to kill the larvae.  Discing, irrigating or letting nuts decay in the cover crop will not 
effectively reduce the population. Be sure to dispose of any trash nuts around hullers, bins, drives, etc. 
 
Tree and Vine IPM Breakfast Meetings. Roger Duncan and I will resume our Tree and Vine IPM Update 
Breakfast Meetings beginning Wednesday, March 5 from 7:00 to 8:00 a.m. and continuing on the first and third 
Wednesday of each month through June 18. The meetings will take place at the Old Mill Café at 600 9th Street in 
Modesto. These meetings feature informal discussions on various IPM topics, examples of pest damage and invited 
expert speakers. One hour of continuing education credit for DPR license holders and growers will be offered at each 
meeting. The meetings are open to anyone interested in tree and vine crop IPM topics. There are no fees or 
reservations required. If you have suggestions for topics, please call Roger or me at 525-6800. 
 
NOTE: do not use oil on dry walnut trees. 
 

Kathy 

Kathy Kelley Anderson 
UCCE Farm Advisor 
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